UHM OCN Graduate Student Q&A Panel

Thursday, October 6th
5:00 - 6:00 PM
Name: Blake Stoner-Osborne
Email: blakeso@hawaii.edu
Pronouns: he/him/his
OCN Concentration: Biological Oceanography
Research Interests: Pelagic Food Web Ecology, Stable Isotope Biogeochemistry
Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> PhD
Name: Carla Baizeau
Email: cbaizeau@hawaii.edu
Pronouns: she/her/hers
OCN Concentration: Physical Oceanography
Research Interests: Sea Level Rise
Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> Masters
Name: Ching-Tsun (Joyce) Chang
Email: ctchang@hawaii.edu
Pronouns: she/her/hers
OCN Concentration: Biological Oceanography
Research Interests: Trophic Ecology and Migration Patterns (Mola Mola / Ocean Sunfish)
Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> Masters -> Workforce -> PhD
Name: Christina Comfort
Email: ccomfort@hawaii.edu
Pronouns: she/her/hers
OCN Concentration: Biological Oceanography
Research Interests: Coastal Oceanography, Land-Based Pollution
Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> Gap Year -> Masters -> Workforce -> PhD
Name: Liz Miller

Email: ecmiller@hawaii.edu

Pronouns: she/they

OCN Concentration: Biological Oceanography

Research Interests: Deep Sea Food Web Ecology

Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> Gap Year -> PhD
Name: Petra Byl
Email: pkbyl@hawaii.edu
Pronouns: she/her/hers
OCN Concentration: Biological Oceanography
Research Interests: Marine Virus Ecology, Comparative Genomics, Culturing Methods
Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> PhD
Name: Shannon McClish

Email: smcclish@hawaii.edu

Pronouns: she/her/hers

OCN Concentration: Marine Geology & Geochemistry

Research Interests: Phytoplankton Bloom Drivers, Carbon Export in Southern Ocean

Path to Graduate School: Undergrad -> PhD